
ID: A180042024Czechia Automotive Full time Sales & Marketing

We are looking for a Plant Expert Cost
Calculation (m/f/d)
Seit sieben Jahrzehnten steht der Name SaarGummi für innovative Dichtungssysteme. Zu unserer
Kernkompetenz gehört die Entwicklung und Herstellung von Karosseriedichtungssystemen für
unsere internationalen Kunden der Automobilindustrie. Mit insgesamt 6.100 Mitarbeitern agiert
das Unternehmen weltweit in Europa, Nord- und Südamerika und Asien.

The hiring location will be one of our plants in Spain, Czech, Slovakia or Poland.

SaarGummi is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of high-quality sealing systems for the
automotive industry. Our customers include almost all well-known automotive manufacturers.
With more than 6000 employees, we currently operate in Asia, Europe, North and South America.
We attach particular importance to working in partnership with our customers and jointly
developing tailored solutions from the initial idea through to implementation in the series
production process.

Your tasks:Your tasks:
Cost estimation for SG subsidiaries in consideration of the standards from Global Cost
Estimation Process within the context of Acquisition Process as well as over following Project
Phases until EOP
Updates calculations along the different project phases within the requirements of Gate
Process.
Prepares customer/product-specific cost analyses and offer sheets in cooperation with the
sales department.
Cooperates with controlling department to align acquisition calculations with ERP-driven
calculations during the entire production phase.
Supports Sales Departments with cost breakdowns.
Performs Cost Calculations with the Continuous Improvement Process to always come to
valuable results.
Exchanges experience on the job on regular workshops with global cross-functional teams.

Your qualification:Your qualification:
University Degree in economics, engineering or industrial engineering
At least 3-5 years of working experience
Good knowledge of production and manufacturing technology and experience in planning
process and cost estimation
Understanding of manufacturing tools, special machines and plant engineering



Fluent English skills
REFA training with profound knowledge in time and process studies,
MTM training is an asset
Excellent knowledge in MS Office, D3 and SAP

Personal skills:Personal skills:
Good communication skills
Assertiveness
Able to work in an international team
Able to act on one's own authority
Intercultural awareness

Our offer:Our offer:
Interesting and challenging tasks in a dynamic international group
Professional development opportunities
Attractive remuneration and benefits

global-career@saargummi.com

--> We will only get in touch with the selected candidates

HR reference

Elena Hoff
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